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Hello-DNS

● Current new DNS software (outside of the outstanding & well known open 
source efforts) is dire

○ Set-top boxes, printers, routers, firewalls, load-balancers, censorship tools

● We like scolding the amateurs writing that stuff
● BUT! .. if they wanted to do better, they’d have to read 2000 pages of text
● .. let us be fair, it also took us YEARS to master DNS

○ (still working on it)

● We must do better than point at 180 RFCs and shaking our heads!

● Hello-DNS is part of that effort



https://powerdns.org/dns-camel 

https://powerdns.org/dns-camel
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DNS is overloaded

● What can we do?

● Simplify /rewrite RFCs?
○ Very hard & unrewarding work. Also, we’d kill ourselves over it
○ It turns out very little can simply be removed, most of it is used somewhere

● Explain current RFCs better

● Stop writing new RFCs





Introducing: 
Hello-DNS
PowerDNS.org/hello-dns

https://powerdns.org/hello-dns


Hello-DNS goals
● Provide accessible entrypoint into DNS
● Geared towards “the problem space”: people that need to get 

stuff done & quickly
● Inspired by Richard W Stevens’ works on TCP and UNIX
● Full of references to normative text

○ But not shy to state what RFCs can/SHOULD be skipped
○ Or to restate confusing or outdated advice

● Collaborative effort, curated for consistency
● “Minimal but complete”
● Readable & runnable code!

● Necessary because you can’t learn DNS from the RFCs nor 
from actual production servers (the horrors).





Hello-DNS Style

● Cover everything you need to know to do what you need to do
● In sufficient detail so you won’t mess it up
● But not so much detail no one will read it

● Walking this tightrope requires a strict editorial policy!

● Content is written in Markdown / Markdeep dialect which allows for lovely 
diagrams:



Teachable DNS: Running sample code

● MIT license
● A 2000 line (total) reference authoritative server implementation

○ Actually a DNS storage, parsing and generation library with an IP socket

● RFC 1034/1035 and later talk about node tree based DNS
● This has been widely ignored, leading to many implementations messing up 

empty non-terminals for decades
○ Breaking DNSSEC
○ Breaking ‘nxdomain really means nxdomain’ efforts

● Best way to start a fresh DNS implementation is, still, in 2018: node based
● Tdns is a fully compliant authoritative server:

○ UDP/TCP, IPv4, IPv6
○ DNS name compression
○ EDNS
○ Serves DNSSEC correctly (NSEC, NSEC3)
○ AXFR
○ 2000 lines of code!



Hello-DNS Status

● Text is partially finished & already useful
○ Basics are there, some pages are placeholders
○ Editable in GitHub: https://github.com/ahupowerdns/hello-dns 

● Around 500 unique visitors per week (!!)
● ‘Tdns’ is more or less where it needs to be, still struggling if/how to merge the 

DNSSEC changes
○ They obscure the simplicity 
○ But DNSSEC also needs explaining

● Specific work needed:
○ Stub resolvers: what can they expect? What must they deal with?
○ Resolvers: this is not ever going to be entry-level material, but still needs some substance, 

possibly to dissuade people from writing further resolvers
○ TSIG, DNAME, DNS Cookies
○ Merge DNSSEC content
○ Unify layout

https://github.com/ahupowerdns/hello-dns




Teachable DNS

“Every programmer occasionally, when nobody’s home, turns off the lights, 
pours a glass of scotch, puts on some light German electronica, and opens up 
a file on their computer. It’s a different file for every programmer.

…

This file is Good Code. It has sensible and consistent names for functions and 
variables. It’s concise. It doesn’t do anything obviously stupid. It has never had 
to live in the wild, or answer to a sales team. It does exactly one, mundane, 
specific thing, and it does it well.”

From: https://www.stilldrinking.org/programming-sucks (which you should 
read).

https://www.stilldrinking.org/programming-sucks


Teachable DNS internals

● Written in modern C++, please use https://ds9a.nl/articles/posts/c++-1/ to learn 
about this language if you are coming from C

○ Once settled down a bit, ports to other languages are very welcome

● Clean design: 
○ Symmetric wire format parser/generator & zonefile format output:

● xfrName etc exist for reading packets, writing packets, reading textual input, 
generating zonefile format

https://ds9a.nl/articles/posts/c++-1/


Teachable DNS Internals
● RFC 1034/1035 describe DNS in terms of a tree of names with specific 

semantics. These days our brains are so rotted by key/value stores that this is 
a somewhat alien concept.

● Most nameservers go through a painful phase where they deny the tree-like 
nature of DNS

○ Which makes them struggle with empty non-terminals, zone cuts and DNSSEC

● TDNS fully embraces the DNS tree and uses the same code no less than three 
times



The DNS Tree

● To find answers to DNS questions, the “Algorithm” in 1034 traverses the tree 
from the top

● At each hop to a new node we lose one label of the query, which has to match 
that node

● If we reach end of the tree and have parts of the name left, that is either a 
delegation or an NXDOMAIN

● Or, if we are out of name, this is our node
● Implementing proper DNS is really easy when using this tree

● It turns out the same tree can be reused three times in a nameserver:
○ To find the best zone to answer from
○ To carry out the DNS algorithm on that best zone
○ Surprisingly: to implement DNS compression(‘find longest prefix match’)





The TDNS API: tdig



Simple C API



Issues exposed by TDNS

● 1034/1035 come from a very different time and do not have today’s 
ultra-paranoid outlook on life

○ Offers advice to send on “helpful” data to clients, who would then trust you on that

● It turns out some underspecified parts of DNS have different best defaults in 
2018 than they did in 1983

○ CNAME chasing to other zones: let’s not
○ Adding glue from other zones: let’s not
○ ...

● No guidance in standards to be found on these subjects, might be good to fix 
this



Teachable DNS: Directions

● Overriding goal #1: It should be possible to read all of TDNS in one sitting
○ And continue to be full of best practices

● Open challenge: do we merge the DNSSEC bits? Or in such a way “they do not 
get in the way” of understanding DNS?

● Porting to some other languages may be useful (Go? Rust?) for developers 
coming from those languages

● Should anyone USE this code? 
○ It .. is a pretty neat API for making DNS queries and parsing responses
○ Architecture also allows for scriptable records
○ There is a simple C API as well

● Actual use does tend to find problems, and as a drop-in dependency, it is not 
bad



Some notes on 
DNS complexity



Notes on complexity

● Historical complexity is already fierce
● On horizon there is a lot more:

○ DoH
○ Resolverless DNS / CDN semantics (‘push DNS’, ‘sticky DNS’) are aglutenating the pains of 

HTTPS/TLS with those of DNS

● At IETF 101 in London strong resolve to stop making things more complex
● It still goes on!

● Various people have demanded reference implementations to come before 
RFC

○ TDNS might be fertile ground



Summarising

● Increase of DNS complexity continues unabated
● New DNS software (outside of well known open source) tends to be dire
● We often blame newcomers, but 2000 pages of mandatory reading don’t help
● “Hello DNS” is a cooperative project to provide a new, fresh, accessible entry 

point into DNS
○ Spawned a ‘teachable authoritative server’ TDNS

● Help is needed! Documents not complete, TDNS needs porting to more 
languages

● If you want to contribute to DNS, working on Hello-DNS is as good as 
writing a new RFC!

● https://github.com/ahupowerdns/hello-dns 

https://github.com/ahupowerdns/hello-dns

